While our office doors closed, our virtual doors are open!

We are continuing to connect current participants and graduates to resources to meet basic needs and provide supportive services via email, phone calls, video calls, online workshop, and other virtual avenues. Just as our workshop has gone virtual, so have our volunteer opportunities!

Virtual volunteer opportunities include:

Virtual mock interviewing, social media ambassadors, tech buddies, Step Up cheerleaders, and PPE mask makers!

If you’re interested in volunteering or learning more about Towards Employment’s volunteer opportunities, contact Jenn Angelo at jangelo@towardsemployment.org or visit www.towardsemployment.org
Become a Towards Employment Virtual Volunteer!

Lend your skills as a mock interviewer!
Mock interviews are critical in preparing participants for the job search process. These practice interviews are much needed, we are ALWAYS happy to have more interviewers. Guidelines & training are provided. Scheduling is flexible.

Become a social media ambassador!
Share your passion for our mission on social media with your network of friends and contacts so we can increase awareness for Towards Employment services. We’ll provide the tools to guide you.

Provide tech support as a tech buddy!
As our workshops move online, some participants need a little extra help troubleshooting -- perfect for a tech savvy person who loves to help others!

Cheer on participants as a Step Up cheerleader!
Write notes for students who could use a little something to keep their spirits up as they work through virtual workshop. And attend virtual Step Up graduation to celebrate their achievement if you can!

Help us prepare PPE!
As we transition back into the TE offices, it’s critical that everyone has proper PPE to ensure safety. We are looking for volunteers to create masks for our participants and alumni. This role may evolve based on the PPE needs of the organization.